CP PLUS Body Worn Cameras: Keeping our Police
Force a Step Ahead

Noida, February 2017: CP PLUS, India’s No.1 security and surveillance brand, recently unveiled its range
of body worn solutions. The range includes body worn cameras, data management terminals, PC
software, and related accessories. Designed to be worn on the body, these cameras will serve as a great
tool in aiding police forces in deter and record civil misconduct.
“Body Worn camera solutions not just ensure that the truth in the event of an incident is captured, but
also safeguard the safety and conduct of officers. CP PLUS body worn cameras have been designed
keeping in mind the needs of such security professionals”, mentioned Mr. Yogesh B. Dutta, COO, CP
PLUS.
The CP PLUS body worn cameras, with their rugged features and compact design, offer robust and
reliable performance across harsh environments coupled with 1080P resolution for distinct images; LED
screen for live monitoring; GPS enabled tracking; Wi-Fi support; 8 hrs power backup; built-in storage of
up to 128GB; flash light for low light conditions; and wide area coverage of up to 130 degrees. These
cameras also support a walkie-talkie and an additional camera.
The body worn cameras offer effortless recording, automatic data backup, live transmission, GPS
coordinates, classification, storage, search, playback, and analysis. Coupled with the CMS at backend, CP
PLUS Body Worn solutions enable auto data archiving, authority access control, report analysis, task
evaluation, and emergency command and centralized storage making it a reliable, secure, competitive
and factual solution for on-field patrolling.

CP PLUS Body Worn cameras can be beneficial for city police, traffic police, national security guards,
forces at the border, customs officers, naval officers, fire fighters, and for private security guards as well.
CP PLUS
CP Plus is the Global Leader in Advanced Surveillance & Security Systems. CP Plus range of solutions and
products are monitoring millions locations across the globe in diverse geographies, from highly sensitive
defense locations, Government buildings, vital infrastructures, transportation, hotels, Hospitals,
educational institutions to homes, with a satisfied customer base.

